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Angelos
“...In this sequel to Jerome and the Seraph, Williams tells a twofold tale 
of one priest stranded in the ancient labyrinth of Knossos and another 
struggling with his own search for holiness-with only a small but very 
unusual cat to guide them both. With its graceful hominess, quiet humor, 
and abiding faith, Angelos belongs in most fantasy, Christian fantasy, or 
New Age collections.” ~ Library Journal. 

Hudson Lake
“Toops’ ability to capture the intoxicating mix of energy and danger that 
defined the early days of jazz makes Hudson Lake required reading for 
anyone caught up in the enduring Bix legend.” ~ Booklist. 

Monkey Trap
“...The first volume in a projected trilogy presents a cast of convincing 
characters and a compellingly paced plot. Denning, the pseudonym 
of a father-daughter writing team, uses quick changes of scene and 
character-building flashbacks to create an sf adventure that combines 
hard science, mysticism, and alien contact. For most libraries.” ~ Library 
Journal 

Nine Lives and Three Wishes
“This is an easily read tale certain to be reached for often for pleasure 
reading among the 11-15 year old set. Nine Lives and Three Wishes is 
an excellent choice for the home and school library.” ~ The Midwest Book 
Review. 

The Elixir
“Root’s first novel tells a tale that both entertains and uplifts in its 
depiction of an engaging pair and the love that asserts itself as the true 
miracle. Light touches of the supernatural make this a suitable addition 
to large contemporary fantasy collections.” ~ Library Journal. 

The New Bedford Samurai
“A brilliant fusion of a nonfiction novel and an ecologically concerned 
memoir, Anca Vlasopolos’ latest book, The New Bedford Samurai, 
takes the reader on multiple journeys. She takes us back through time, 
bringing to life the true saga of a nineteenth-century Japanese castaway, 
Manjiro Nakahama, and through space, taking us with her to Japan, 
where we learn of the plight of the short-tailed albatross. What’s more, 
this creative, eloquent, and heartrending book makes us care.” ~ Susan 
Morgan, author of Place Matters: Gendered Geography in Victorian Women’s 
Travel Writing about Southeast Asia. 

What people are saying about Twilight Times Books: 
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Twilight Times Books/Paladin Timeless Books

KINGSPORT, Tenn. -- Due to an exceptional front list of books, all with four 
star reviews, the print division of Twilight Times Books launched twenty-one 
titles in trade paperback in 2004. We have over ninety titles currently in print. 
Our books are distributed internationally through Ingram, Baker & Taylor, 
independent bookstores and online booksellers.

We have a wide selection of SF/F, mystery, New Age, mainstream, humor, 
literary and YA books. These first editions are 5x8 trade paperback originals 
and selected limited edition hardcover.

Members of the media, booksellers and retailers can download flyers, sell 
sheets, reviews and chapter excerpts from our media room: 
http://twilighttimesbooks.com/media-room/

Reviews: 

The Focus Factor
“Bain and Mills have written an impressive novel of the not too distant future that will make people think about the state of American 
politics and how it can be changed to create a better place for us all. Many of the ideas are not new but they are very reasonable 
and workable. This is another of those books I’ve read lately that should be require reading for everyone of voting age...”

Barry R. Hunter for Baryon. 
“The Golden Crusader is a well-written novel, which pulls the reader gently and willingly into its world ...all but the most stubborn 
readers will refuse to be guided along on this supernatural thriller’s twisting and intriguing journey.”

Russel D. McLean for The Crime Scene.
“The Storks of La Caridad is beautifully written, as well as meticulously researched. It will grip its readers, shock them, and 
confound them. Along the way, much valuable and accurate history will be painlessly assimilated. Perhaps this is the art of 
historical mystery writing at its best. “The Storks of La Caridad” is a must-read! 

The Midwest Book Review.
“...Touch of Fate is a mystery and paranormal lover’s delight. The book possesses a brisk and engaging plot plunging me into a 
world of murder, psychic phenomenon and love, all the while breathing life into Ms. Amsden’s characters. I read this story in one 
sitting and will enjoy reading it many times again.”

PJ for Scottieluvr’s Chewing the Bone book reviews

Tremolo
“Beautifully written, with the perfect touch of nostalgia and suspense, the pages of this book tremble with a strong emotional 
appeal. Set in Maine during the summer of 1964, there is a vivid sense of traveling back in time, as memorable moments of this 
era provide the framework for the story. The author has captured both the coziness as well as the craziness of the sixties, thereby 
making the plot realistic and riveting....”

Joyce Handzo for In the Library Reviews. 



FICTION
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A DREAMER’S ESCAPE by Jamie Richards

After many adventures, a young woman in an unhappy situation 
discovers that her rescuer is indeed a knight on a white horse.

ISBN: 1-933353-78-3. Regency romance
214 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2006009268

Fiction

ALIEN INFECTION by Darrell Bain

When a laboratory technician on the verge of retirement accidentally 
infects himself with blood from an emergency room patient, he 
intends to report it-- until government agents swarm the hospital, 
confiscating every sample of blood taken from the patient--at 
gunpoint. 

ISBN: 1-933353-72-4. SF fantasy.
178 pages. 5.5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2006001060

ABITHICA by Susan Goldsmith

Abithica must borrow all that she is from others: names, lives, even 
bodies... What is she, and why is she compelled to fix the lives of 
the people she inhabits, even the despicable ones?

ISBN: 1-60619-235-3. Urban fantasy
5x8 trade paperback. 250 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2011930570
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ANGELOS by Robina Williams

“The quantum cat is back! And so are his friends, some of whom are 
very old friends indeed - King Minos, Deiphobe the Sibyl, Androcles, 
St. Jerome and the Minotaur of labyrinth fame.” 

ISBN: 1-933353-60-0. Literary fantasy.
176 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2006001057

APACHE LANCE, FRANCISCAN CROSS by Florence B. Weinberg

“In the year 1731, three Franciscan missions are struggling to 
establish themselves on the San Antonio River despite Apache 
raids. The story explores a crucial time in San Antonio history, 
featuring courageous settlers, missionaries, Indian converts and 
fierce Apache attacks.”  

ISBN: 1-933353-44-9. Historical 
288 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $18.50
LCCN: 2005027968

Fiction

ANTONIA’S DARING DECEPTION by Jamie Richards

Antonia Moreson struggles to realize her ambition to become a 
physician in 1812. She disguises herself as a male and this scheme 
works well until she falls in love with her patient, Captain Lord Robert 
Quentin.”  

ISBN: 1-933353-42-2. Regency romance.
234 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $18.95 
LCCN: 2007006699
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Fiction

BEHOLD THE EYES OF LIGHT by Geoff Geauterre

“A heroine born of legend travels across dimensional pathways and 
receives training at the hands of near mythical beings. She will need 
all the help she can get to save Ooroomooriss, the great cat world 
and her home, from extinction.” 

ISBN: 1-933353-26-0. SF/F
222 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2006025654

BIGFOOT CRAZY by Darrell Bain

The Williard brothers stumble across some bones from an 
unexplored region in Alaska. Interested in finding the source of the 
bones, they set off on another adventure with the CIA, Russians, 
NSA and Mafia and an Eskimo girl all vying for the prize.

ISBN: 1-933353-63-5. Suspense/humor 
210 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2009041313

AWKWARD GRACE by Jeff McCord

In the small African nation of Burundi, a government incited 
massacre makes Mevin Ntwari a refugee. In the hills of East 
Tennessee, a reluctant sense of duty compels Ben Bellamy to lead 
an outreach committee. And somewhere between these two events, 
faith inspires an unlikely connection.  

ISBN: 1-933353-17-1. Inspirational 
224 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2008009935 
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BY WAY OF THE ROSE by Cynthia Ward

In the fall of 1839, the Cherokee are being moved from the Carolinas 
to Oklahoma Indian Territory. The Duval’s get entangled in a saga 
of love, hate and bitter hostilities when they befriend a battered 
Cherokee woman who leaves them with an unexpected gift. 

ISBN: 1-931201-99-4. Historical
5x8 trade paperback. 292 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2010037308

Fiction

BURNOUT: the mystery of Space Shuttle STS-281 by Stephanie Osborn

“Hard-edged SF that wraps a compelling mystery around “this is 
the real thing’ space science. Burnout is tight, tense, and gripping—
Osborn tells a damn good story, and tells it well.” ~ Holly Lisle, 
author of The Ruby Key:Moon & Sun I.

ISBN: 1-60619-200-0. SF Suspense 
332 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $19.95
LCCN: 2009013796

BOBBY BECOMES BOB by Bob Boan

It was April 1974 and Bobby Padgett was in St. Umblers, North 
Carolina for first time since his forced departure five years earlier. 
His mind and heart raced as he struggled along Main Street. His 
mission was to reunite with the love of his life - Sam. Nothing else 
mattered.

ISBN: 1-60619-181-0. Literary
270 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $18.95
LCCN: 2009035227
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Fiction

CYNNADOR by Patrick Welch

“With its unique structure, a brilliant cast of characters and several 
unique plotlines, Cynnador places Mr. Welch firmly in my pantheon 
of great speculative fiction writers. I can’t recommend it highly 
enough.” ~ Steve Lazarowitz.

ISBN 1-933353-76-7. Dark Fantasy.
186 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2006036426

CRYPTO by James Stone

Crypto chips unique to the National Security Agency are found 
where they have no business being. Pressured to explain, NSA 
assigns Ellen Drew to perform an internal investigation and work 
with the FBI task force. She is a brilliant and experienced ex-LAPD 
Homicide investigator who quickly becomes enmeshed in a web of 
politics, duplicity, and treason.

ISBN: 1-60619-156-X. Suspense
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 290 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2013920930

CORRUPTOR by Jason Cordova

A young teenager named Tori Adams is trapped by terrorists within 
a direct neural interface videogame realm called Crisis, along with 
thousands of other hostages. She attempts to fight her way through 
the system to defeat the game as well as the terrorists before time 
runs out. 

ISBN:  1-60619-233-7  First edition. SF suspense
300 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $19.95
LCCN: 2010046468
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DEATH TO THE CENTURION by Mark Misercola
Richard MacAllister, a young comic book writer, finds himself being 
stalked after he is ordered to kill off the world’s greatest superhero 
in a desperate bid to rekindle interest in the character and save his 
publisher from bankruptcy.

Death to the Centurion is a page-turning thriller, from novelist and 
life-long comic book fan Mark Misercola, about corporate intrigue, 
insider trading, underworld ties, and murder. 

ISBN: 1-931201-26-9 Thriller.
250 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2004002846

DEATH ON DELIVERY by Anne K. Edwards
Jania Yewbanks accepts a delivery for her husband and dies. Her 
obituary attracts the attention of Hannah Clare, P. I. and starts her 
on the hunt for a murderer. As Hannah stalks the killer, the killer 
stalks Hannah.

More than one murder, more than one murderer cross Hannah’s 
path as she tries to discover the identity of the person or persons 
behind the murder-by-mail company. 

ISBN: 1-931201-60-9  Murder mystery
242 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.50
LCCN: 2004005671

DARKLY, DARKLY by Robert Marcom

A chapbook of the collected works of popular author, Robert 
Marcom. Speculative fiction and poetry. “The stories will make you 
stop and think. They will make you wonder. They will make you 
afraid--perhaps very afraid.” 

ISBN: 1-931201-64-1. SF/F stories.
130 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $14.95
LCCN: 2004002832

Fiction
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EMBRACED BY THE SHADOWS by Mayra Calvani

La Cueva del Vampiro has the kind of ambience she adores, for 
Alana has always had a penchant for the dark side of life.

ISBN: 1-933353-90-2. Paranormal 
5x8 trade paperback. 230 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2011938311

ENCHANTED HUNT by Dorothy Ann Skarles

Catamount ‘Cat’ James finds himself caught up with Pele, and an 
old Kahuna and his magic stones, deadly adversaries, and even the 
mythical goddess Pele.

ISBN: 1-933353-15-5. Suspense 
5x8 trade paperback. 210 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2010046469

Fiction

DIVIDED by Ralph Freedman

A  World War II era novel about love, betrayal, honor and loss, 
Divided focuses on a small Austrian town in the tension-filled days 
between the German retreat and the Russian occupation. 

Winner of the 2010 Next Generation Indie Book Award in Historical 
Fiction.

ISBN: 1-60619-097-0. Historical
6x9 trade paperback. 340 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2012934891
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Fiction

FIRESONG by Aaron Paul Lazar

What would you do if your country church was hit by a rogue tornado 
during services? What if the shrieking winds unearthed the bones of 
a missing parishioner in a nearby wheat field? When Gus LeGarde 
is thrown into the middle of the mess, he knows life’s finally gone 
berserk in East Goodland, New York.

ISBN: 1-60619-164-0. Mystery
5x8 trade paperback 232 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2011932711

FIRE OWL by Gerald Mills

No matter how James Foster tries to use his paranormal gift for the 
betterment of his fellow man, society is just not ready. 

ISBN: 1-931201-85-4. Thriller.
240 pages. 5.5x8 Trade paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2004024016

FOR KEEPS by Aaron Paul Lazar

Retired family doctor Sam Moore gets a call from the coroner to 
come to The Twin Sisters Inn to consult on a murder victim. 
Within days, the body count increases and Sam is a prime suspect...

ISBN: 1-60619-174-8. Mystery
5x8 trade paperback. 220 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2012942969
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GATE TO NOWHERE by Leanna Sain

Freelance artist Emma Franklin inherits a farm in MacKinlay, 
North Carolina and  steps through an old rusty gate in front of her 
farmhouse and is suddenly thrust 177 years into the past.

Winner ForeWord Magazine 2008 Book of the Year Award in the 
category of Fiction - General.

ISBN: 1-933353-01-5. Time travel mystery.
210 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2008009936

GAEA by Robina Williams

Gaea, the earth goddess, enraged by Man’s attacks, decides to hit 
back—hard. Quant, the seraph, is quickly on the scene to try to calm 
her down—in her own interest, as well as Man’s. 
Gaea is a finalist in the 2010 Next Generation Indie Book Awards 
in Fantasy.

ISBN: 1-60619-183-7. Fantasy 
5x8 trade paperback. 292 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2009035229

Fiction

HARRY’S AGATHA by Jamie Richards

Josephine just wants to get to London to take up her new position 
as a lady’s companion. Unfortunately, she tumbles into one mishap 
after another on the way. 

ISBN: 1-933353-23-6. Regency romance.
216 pages. 5x8 Trade paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2005006924
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Fiction

HIDING HAND by Lee Denning

The boy Joshua comes of age in a blistering conflict between the 
love of power and the power of love.

Award-Winning Finalist and Honorable Mention ForeWord Magazine 
2008 Book of the Year Award in the category of Fiction - Science 
Fiction.

ISBN: 1-60619-016-4. SF
380 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback. $19.95
LCCN: 2008042080

HOTLINE TO HEAVEN by Darrell Bain

Darrell considers Hotline To Heaven one of his best written books, 
and quite different from anything else he’s ever done. Humor, 
chicanery, sex, betrayal and romance, along with enough twists and 
turns to keep you guessing until the end. 

ISBN: 1-931201-25-0. Mainstream humor.
196 pages. 5x8 Trade paperback $16.50
LCCN: 2004015053

HUDSON LAKE by Laura Mazzuca Toops

In the summer of 1926, jazz lovers from all over the Midwest go 
where the weather is hot and the music is hotter. They converge 
on the Blue Lantern Inn, a rural Indiana dance hall in a resort town 
where the season’s resident jazz band features a young cornet 
player named Bix Beiderbecke. 

ISBN: 1-933353-57-0. Literary.
216 pages. 5.5x8 Trade paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2006009270
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INFINITE SPACE, INFINITE GOD II by Karina & Robert Fabian, Editors

At last! Stories where the Catholic Church and science cooperate, 
priests are heroes, and faith gives people the strength to act upon their 
convictions. In the tradition of the award-winning Infinite Space, Infinite 
God I, Infinite Space, Infinite God II offers solid sci-fi and life-affirming 
faith.

ISBN: 1-60619-231-0. SF/F anthology 
5x8 trade paperback. 262 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2010044076

Fiction

HUMAN BY CHOICE by Darrell Bain and Travis S. Taylor

Best selling SF print author Travis S. “Doc” Taylor and best selling 
e-book author Darrell Bain have combined talents to produce a new 
science fiction thriller.
2008 Dream Realm Award Winner.

ISBN: 1-60619-047-4. SF.
226 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2009030300

INFINITE SPACE, INFINITE GOD by Karina L. & Robert A. Fabian

An anthology of fifteen stories about how the future Catholic Church 
uses--or fails to use--its faith, wisdom and imagination to grow with 
the changes of the future. 

ISBN: 1-933353-62-7. Christian SF
288 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback $18.95
LCCN: 2007010833
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LAUGHING ALL THE WAY by Darrell Bain

The bumbling adventures of a Christmas tree farmer and his 
saintly wife who (mostly) overlooks his inability to handle anything 
mechanical without a life and death struggle, his aversion to work, 
his misguided attempts at cooking, his aversion to work, and the 
foibles of life on a farm his wife has to work to support while he is 
trying to become a writer.

ISBN: 1-60619-049-0. Humor
5x8 trade paperback. 192 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2011942230

Fiction

JEROME AND THE SERAPH by Robina Williams

Brother Jerome has a fatal accident in the cemetery of his friary. 
In the afterworld he meets up with his pet cat, Quantum, from the 
friary. During his adventures, Jerome discovers that the Greek gods 
never really went away. 

ISBN: 1-931201-54-4. Fantasy.
176 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback $15.50
LCCN: 2004004952

MAGNOLIA BLOSSOMS by Leanna Sain

Maggie Poinsett, a hard-nosed photographer, while on vacation at 
Golden Apple Farm, meets the ghost of Thomas MacKinlay, a Civil 
War soldier shot for the crime of desertion.

ISBN: 1-60619-177-2. Mainstream
5x8 trade paperback. 192 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2010037309
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Fiction

MAZURKA by Aaron Paul Lazar

Join Gus and Camille LeGarde as they chase down a family secret 
with the potential to change European history. When Gus’s brother-
in-law is framed for a neo-Nazi’s murder, the couple is plunged into 
a cat-and-mouse game where the stakes are lethal and the future of 
Europe hangs in the balance.

ISBN: 1-60619-160-8. Suspense
5x8 trade paperback. 230 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2009035230

MEDICS WILD! by Darrell Bain

When the Williard brothers get going, any resemblance to a real war 
is purely coincidental. The Williards mix fun, flying and fighting, sex 
and silliness, medicine and madness and everything in between in 
their quest for  adventure, right on up until the great Tet offensive. 
This epic battle marks their true coming of age.

ISBN: 1-931201-27-7. Adventure/Military.
206 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $15.50
LCCN: 2004017244

MONKEY TRAP  by Lee Denning

Monkey Trap is a metaphysical fable about the agonies of love and 
power, wrapped around a story of unrelenting action and suspense 
during the possible evolution of a new humanity.

ISBN: 1-931201-34-X. 
432 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback $19.50
LCCN: 2004019347
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Fiction

MONSTROPOCALYPSE, OPUS IV by Mark Spitzer

In the post-Apocalyptic American wasteland, eighteen-year-old Finn 
finds himself drifting down the Mississippi while hordes of human 
mutants roam the planet. 

ISBN: 1-60619-247-7. Fantasy 
5x8 trade paperback. 170 pages. $15.95
LCCN:  2012913785

MURDER HERE, MURDER THERE - R. Barri Flowers and Jan Grape, Editors

Murder Here, Murder There is an eclectic set of murder mystery 
tales by an all star group of award winning and nominated, best-
selling authors from the American Crime Writers League....

ISBN: 1-60619-241-8. Mystery anthology
6x9 trade paperback. 228 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2012938415

MURDER IN THE PIT by Erica Miner

Julia Kogan, a brilliant young violinist, teams up with opera-loving 
cop Larry Somers to solve the high profile murder of a famous opera 
conductor. In the process, Julia and Larry discover an opera house 
rife with with a dangerous web of secrets, intrigue, lethal rivalries, 
and danger.

ISBN: 1-60619-110-1. Mystery
5x8 trade paperback. 224 pages. $16.95
LCCN: 2010013804
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MURDER PAST, MURDER PRESENT by R. Barri Flowers and Jan Grape, Editors

An anthology of original mysteries written by award-winning authors 
of the American Crime Writers League. 

ISBN: 1-60619-206-X. Mystery
5x8 trade paperback. 288 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2009035235

NO PLACE FOR THE GODS  by Gerald Mills

“...superbly-crafted novel of international confrontation, where 
atomic arsenals count for nothing in a power struggle of a different 
kind.” ~ Uri Geller. 

ISBN: 1-931201-86-2. Suspense thriller
386 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $19.50
LCCN: 2004024017

Fiction

POSTWAR DINOSAUR BLUES by Darrell Bain

After the Vietnam War, the hard drinking, adventurous Williard 
brothers decide to go hunting for a purported dinosaur living in the 
Congo. Flying a beat up old plane, pursued by the Mafia, carrying 
a half million in drug money they don’t know they have; they are 
shot at, shot down, almost eaten by Mokele Mbembe and finally are 
captured by a tribe of Pygmies.

ISBN: 1-933353-65-1. Adventure/Military
210 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2005018365
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Fiction

PROPHECY: THE AWAKENING  by A.M. Scott

The existence of Dark and Light permeates eternity, and on all 
planes these disparate energies must be balanced in order to 
maintain cosmic well-being. Prophecy: The Awakening asks a 
simple yet terrible question. What happens if this balance is shifted 
- giving the Dark the upper hand? 

ISBN: 1-931201-32-3. New Age fantasy
282 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $18.50
LCCN:  2004006942

RETURN TO NOWHERE by Leanna Sain

It is 1847 and the only way Charlotte MacKinlay can achieve her 
dream of being a doctor is through Cherokee “green medicine,” but 
the Cherokee are all gone. Traveling back in time is her only answer. 
Unfortunately, her return brings her face-to-face with her biggest 
challenge yet. 

ISBN: ISBN 1-60619-179-9. Time travel
190 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2009041314

RUE THE DAY by Ralph Freedman

Wars, all wars, create winds of chaos that blow long after the last 
shot is fired. World War II was no exception. Jacob and Francesca, 
like Dante’s Paolo and Francesca, are caught up in those winds. 
Jacob, haunted by overwhelming fear caused by persecution in his 
past, damages himself and those he loves. Francesca, hardened by 
the war, finds it impossible to forgive.

ISBN: 1-60619-099-7. Literary
240 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback. $16.95 
LCCN: 2009018533
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Fiction

SEVEN CITIES OF MUD by Florence Byham Weinberg
Two radically different cultures, 16th-century Spanish and ancient 
Pueblo Indian, collide. Franciscan Fray Agustín leads an expedition 
to evangelize the Pueblo Indians of the Rio Grande. He persuades 
Poli, a widowed Pueblo woman, to be their guide, but Captain 
Chamuscado and the soldiers take charge, make prisoners of 
the Franciscans, and begin to seek gold. Conflicts and passions 
explode--love and faith oppose anger, brutality, hatred, lust, greed 
and ambition--with tragic consequences. 

ISBN: 1-933353-46-5. Historical
264 pages. 6x9 trade paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2008009934

SHADOWS OVER PARADISE by Anne K. Edwards

Shadows Over Paradise is the story of complicated characters 
intent on achieving their own ends, some heedless of the cost to 
others. Action and tension blended with a brooding house set on a 
volcanic island with soaring cliffs and few modern amenities, along 
with turbulent emotions offer a perfect catalyst for the storm that is 
about to break over the Mantuan Islands.

ISBN: 1-60619-135-7. Suspense
6x9 trade paperback. 264 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2010022321

SHADOW WORLDS by Darrell Bain and Barbara M. Hodges
Genetic duplicates of people start dropping out of thin air right beside 
the originals. The duplicates are complete except for one little detail: 
they’re dead. Frank Winston begins an investigation that widens to 
include the mystery of a vanished airliner that had his parents on 
board, as well as those of the first person who found a dead twin on 
her doorstep, Linda Vesprie. Together, they discover that quantum 
physics is even stranger than scientists had believed, and that their 
world and an infinite series of alternate earths are in dire peril.

ISBN: 1-933353-79-1. SF Suspense.
200 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2007006694
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Fiction

SOMETIMES THERE’S A DOVE by Cynthia Ward

A story placed in the forties about a family’s hard work, faith and 
determination as they work through rough times while they head 
from the Delta lands of Mississippi to a war plant in Tennessee.
Clair Brown and her family are cast headlong into life’s tests and 
trials, sweeping them like a mighty river to finally rest in quiet and 
peaceful waters... 

ISBN: 1-931201-74-9. 
164 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $14.95
LCCN: 2004001582

SONORA MOONLIGHT by Florence B. Weinberg

A grisly murder near the Jesuit mission of Guevavi in the Sonora 
Desert in 1761. Whodunnit? Indians? Settlers? Fr. Ignaz Pfefferkorn, 
S.J., although suffering from malaria, undertakes an investigation.

ISBN: 1-60619-114-4. Historical
246 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback. $16.95 
LCCN: 2008052136

SONORA WIND by Florence B. Weinberg

Father Ygnacio Pfefferkorn, S.J. is called to investigate the murder 
at Ures Mission of an army captain whose death is blamed on the 
local missionary. The pursuit involves a beautiful widow, discovery 
of illegitimate commerce by a high Jesuit official, and Ygnacio’s 
capture by and escape from Apaches. The murder is solved during 
the Expulsion of all Jesuits from Mexico in 1767. 

ISBN: 1-60619-116-0 
260 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2009045735
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Fiction

STRANGE VALLEY by Darrell Bain

A clerk working in the census bureau discovers a series of anomalies 
in the population of a small city in the Ozark Mountains. He finds 
that the population of the city and surrounding valley are a little 
smarter, less religious, more thrifty, marry less, have a higher level 
of education, are more sexually liberated, have fewer illnesses… 
The clerk brings the town to the attention of his boss…and so an 
investigation begins. 

ISBN: 1-931201-23-4 SF suspense.
222 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $15.50
LCCN: 2004018908

THE CASEBOOK OF DOAKES AND HAIG by Patrick Welch

Tales of the fascinating adventures of an unlikely pair of detectives 
who reside and practice in an alternate universe, an England that 
remains a colonial power. 

ISBN: 1-931201-14-5
198 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $15.50
LCCN: 2004001578

TERROR COMES KNOCKING by Aaron Paul Lazar

Sam’s daughter Beth has been unreachable for days. No ransom 
notes arrive, no kidnappers call. But when he uncovers an unsettling 
link between his daughter and Zafina Azziz, an exotic Egyptian 
student, troubling questions arise. Is Zafina friend, or foe? Can Sam 
unravel the lies in time to save Beth?

ISBN: 1-60619-170-5. Mystery
5x8 trade paperback. 252 pages. $17.95
LCCN: 2012930813
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Fiction

THE CRESPERIAN ALLIANCE by Stephanie Osborn and Darrell Bain

Alien Cresperians scattered all over Earth; enemy Snappers seeking 
to expand their interstellar empire and Sergeant Edward “Bang” 
Bangler finds himself in the midst of two of the biggest battles he’s 
ever been in -- a battle for his heart, and a battle for his home. 

ISBN: 1-60619-087-3. SF
250 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2010037310

THE EDEN PROPHECY by Gerald Mills

When an advanced civilization chooses Jim Foster to deliver a 
doomsday warning to all Earth, his life takes on new meaning. Will 
his paranormal gifts now find meaning, their purpose revealed? 
Not if the United Nations has its way. Foster, The Mudslinger, is 
“WANTED - DEAD.” The bounty? One million pounds sterling.

ISBN: 1-60619-187-X. SF suspense
248 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback. $19.95
LCCN: 2009046069

THE ELIXIR by Thomas Root III

Tom and Carole are a happy young couple who have everything 
they could possibly ask for--except good health. While vacationing 
on Cape Cod, they meet Lucinda Hobson, a mysterious woman who 
deals in herbal teas and claims to possess a potent elixir, capable of 
curing almost any illness and extending life indefinitely. 

ISBN: 1-933353-03-1. Mainstream.
182 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2006009269
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Fiction

THE FOCUS FACTOR by Darrell Bain and Gerald Mills

A scientist whose family is killed by illegal immigrants decides to 
use his research on autistic idiot-savants to discover a solution to 
the problem. Before long, he finds himself inextricably involved in a 
conspiracy to not only solve the illegal immigrant crisis, but almost 
every other ill besetting America.

ISBN: 1-933353-96-X. SF/F
224 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback. $18.95
LCCN: 2008015256

THE GOLDEN CRUSADER by Linda Langwith

When Gemma Ravenscroft returns to Yorkshire, she finds meddling 
friends, old enemies and a Swat team on her cottage grounds. To 
complicate matters, a ghostly friend, Hugh de Montfort, tumbles 
Gemma into trouble more than once. Dr. Alec tends to her bruises 
while she endures lectures from the mysterious Max. 

ISBN: 1-933353-91-0. Suspense timeslip
190 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2006027328

THE LAST PROTECTOR by Daniel Starr

Scrornuck Saughblade, a tall, red-haired young man who wears a 
kilt and packs a “magic” sword, thinks he’s just doing a good deed 
and maybe meeting a new girlfriend when he wades into a Saturday-
night bar brawl to rescue serving-wench Nalia. Jape Phelps, the 
Ranger whom Scrornuck is sworn to protect, knows better.

ISBN: 1-60619-001-6. SF/F
314 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback. $19.95
LCCN: 2008015254
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Fiction

THE MELANIN APOCALYPSE by Darrell Bain

A man-made virus is killing all the blacks in the world. The African 
continent is devolving into total and complete chaos. Blacks in 
America begin rioting and killing Whites. Israel and the Arab states 
go to war again. The oil fields of the Middle East and Africa are up 
for grabs.

ISBN: 1-933353-70-8. SF Suspense
240 pages. 5.5x8.5 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2008012315

THE MUDSLINGER SANCTION by Gerald Mills

When Dr. Gordon Whittier is kidnapped for bait, Jim sets out to 
rescue him against all odds. His powers are pitted against ruthless 
murderers, a brilliant computer hacker, the FBI’s best, and the clock 
in a race to save Whittier’s life.

ISBN: 1-931201-87-0. Suspense 
286 pages. 6x9 trade paperback. $19.95
LCCN:  2008042084

THE NEW BEDFORD SAMURAI by Anca Vlasopolos

Anca Vlasopolos’s historical novel follows Manjiro Nakahama from 
Japan to the U.S. and back. Manjiro circumnavigates the globe five 
times, helps his country change from feudal Shogunate to a major 
player in global affairs  and builds a cultural bridge between East 
and West. 

ISBN 1-931201-92-7.  Non-fiction novel
288 pages. 6x9 Limited Edition Hardcover. $35.00
LCCN: 2007024292
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Fiction

THE SOLOMON SCANDALS by David Rothman

An entertaining mix of suspense and satire on Washington, D.C.’s 
oft-bizarre ways. Rothman’s newspaper novel is about real estate 
tycoons and bureaucrats--not just the usual politicians, spymasters 
and journalists.

ISBN: 1-60619-042-3. Suspense 
252 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN:  2008056117

THE SOAPMASTER’S APPRENTICE by Geoff Geauterre

What do you do with someone who is spoiled, incorrigible and 
used to having his own way? Answer: Transfer him to a world that 
is backwards, puzzling, dangerous, and just might hold the key to 
immortality. 

ISBN: 1-60619-227-2. SF/F
5x8 trade paperback. 352 pages. $19.95
LCCN: 2010037311

THE STORKS OF LA CARIDAD by Florence Byham Weinberg

Father Ignaz (Ygnacio) Pfefferkorn, a missionary from the Sonora 
Desert region of northern Mexico, is caught in the Expulsion of all 
Jesuits in 1767. After enduring eight years of prison and abuse, he 
is incarcerated in Caridad Monastery where the abbot recruits him 
to help solve two murders. In the course of his investigations, Father 
Ignaz finds his own life in peril. 

ISBN: 1-933353-21-X. Historical mystery
234 pages. 5.5x8 Trade Paperback. $18.50
LCCN: 2005006922
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Fiction

THE THIRTEENTH MAGICIAN by Patrick Welch

For reasons known only to the Magician Nyxx, slave-assassin 
Daasek must destroy all the other magicians in his world.

“An explosive debut onto the fantasy scene... Multi-layered, diverse 
in its message, this book should be read, pondered, remembered, 
then read again...” ~ Patricia White for Crescent Blues.

ISBN: 1-60619-005-9. SF suspense
5x8 trade paperback. 268 pages. $18.95
LCCN: 2011927070

THE Y FACTOR by Darrell Bain and Stephanie Osborn

When a stranger invades geneticist Mai Trung’s office, he has to say 
only one word to get her interested in leaving with him: Xenobiology. 
Rumors have been rife about aliens on Earth, but only a select few 
know that they arrived on widely scattered lifeboats from a wrecked 
spaceship. Now Mai must discover their needs, and what it takes to 
keep an ‘alien’ human alive.

ISBN: 1-60619-089-X. SF
250 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $16.95
LCCN: 2009046070

TOUCH OF FATE by Christince Amsden

Marianne has long been able to predict the future, but is powerless 
to alter its course. When her daughter inherits her dreaded power, 
she decides to make a change and move across the country. To 
her surprise and delight, she discovers that she is not alone -- five 
new friends have similar abilities. Then Marianne finds one of those 
friends murdered. With the help of Detective Derek Richards, she 
must find the murderer before the murderer finds her. 

ISBN: 1-931201-97-8  Paranormal mystery
210 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $18.95
LCCN: 2007038813
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Fiction

TREMOLO: CRY OF THE LOON by Aaron Paul Lazar

When eleven-year-old Gus LeGarde sees a girl fleeing an attacker 
in the dark Maine woods, he and his friends spend the rest of the 
summer hunting for her on horseback and in their rowboat, only 
to face the wrath of the nastiest villain ever to haunt the Belgrade 
Lakes. 

ISBN: 1-933353-08-2. Mystery
230 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2010032667

WARP POINT by Darrell Bain

An unmanned alien spaceship lands in the pasture of a middle aged 
married couple who decide to enter it before the authorities arrive. 
Immediately upon going inside, they are placed in irrevocable, sole 
command by the ship’s computer. Why is the huge spaceship that 
landed on Earth empty? What is on the other side of the unknown 
warp point it came through?

ISBN: 1-933353-94-5. SF suspense 
252 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2010046883
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Apache Lance, Franciscan Cross by Florence Byham Weinberg is an Award-Winning 
Finalist in two categories for the 2007 New Mexico Book Awards contest, Historical Fiction and Best 
Book on Southwest. The entries in the New Mexico Book Awards were judged by a distinguished 
panel of scholars, booksellers, and librarians.

Apache Lance, Franciscan Cross by Florence Byham Weinberg is a 2006 WILLA Literary 
Award finalist in the category of historical fiction. The WILLA Literary Awards are chosen by a 
distinguished panel of twenty-one professional librarians. 

Dog: Pure Awareness by Margot Lasher is an Award-Winning Finalist in the category of Pets in 
the ForeWord Magazine 2008 Book of the Year Award. 

Equity of Evil by Rudy Mazzocchi is the Winner of the Gold Medal for the Mystery/Suspense/
Thriller category in the 2011 eLIT Awards and is an Award-Winning Finalist in the Suspense/Thriller 
category of the 2012 Next Generation Indie Book Awards.

Gate to Nowhere by Leanna Sain is the Winner in the category of Fiction - General in the 
ForeWord Magazine  2008 Book of the Year Award. 

Hiding Hand by Lee Denning is an Award-Winning Finalist and Honorable Mention in the 
category of Fiction - Science Fiction in the ForeWord Magazine 2008 Book of the Year Award.

Out of the Psychic Closet: the Quest to Trust My True Nature by Toby Fesler Heathcotte 
is an an Award-Winning Finalist in the category of non-fiction in the the 2011 Sharp Writ Book Award.

Sonora Moonlight by Florence Byham Weinberg is a 2009 Eric Hoffer Book Award Finalist 
in the category of Excellence in Independent Publishing. 

The New Bedford Samurai by Anca Vlasopolos won the Wayne State University Board of 
Governors Award for best faculty publication this academic year and was a finalist in the category of 
historical fiction in the ForeWord Magazine 2007 Book of the Year Award.

The Slippery Art of Book Reviewing by Mayra Calvani and Anne K. Edwards is the 
Winner in the category of Writing in the ForeWord Magazine 2008 Book of the Year Award.

Touch of Fate, debut novel by Christine Amsden is an Award-Winning Finalist and Honorable 
Mention in the Legacy Fiction category for the 2011 Eric Hoffer award.

Awards...



NON-FICTION
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DOG PURE AWARENESS by Dr. Margot Lasher

A psychological and ultimately spiritual exploration of the human-
dog connection.  People think of their dogs as companions, as 
partners and as members of their family, and this book takes that 
idea seriously.

ISBN: 1-60619-137-3. Non-Fiction 
180 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2008042079

DOGGIE BISCUIT  by Darrell Bain

 “A pure joy and entertainment, Doggie Biscuit is also a story that is 
thoughtful and universal in its appeal.” ~ The Midwest Book Review. 
2011 Global eBook Award Finalist. 

ISBN: 1-931201-81-1
148 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $14.95
LCCN: 2004018909

Non-Fiction

ANGER AND ANXIETY: Be in charge of your emotions by Dr. Bob Rich, Ph.D

Bob Rich is an award-winning writer as well as a pshycologist, so 
you know the book will be readable. You will be inspired to work 
on your own problems, entertained by the many case examples 
from Bob’s practice, and empowered to use the clearly described 
techniques.

ISBN: 1-931201-77-3 Self-help
- ebook in ePub, Kindle, Mobi & PDF. $5.50
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Non-Fiction

Twenty authors tell amazing stories about the efforts that went into 
writing their first book.

ISBN: 1-60619-149-7. Non-fiction
236 pages. 5x8 trade paperback. $15.95
LCCN: 2011004672

HOW I WROTE MY FIRST BOOK: THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY 
                                                          by Anne K. Edwards and Lida E. Quillen, Editors

(for goodness’ sake) by Sadi Ranson-Polizzotti

This is not pretty-precious poetry, but work that reads like a freight 
train comin’ on; work that hits where it counts—whether a caress or 
a slap—and demands our attention. 

ISBN: 1-60619-101-2. Poetry
120 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2009030301

HOW TO TURN YOUR BOOK CLUB INTO A SPECTACULAR EVENT by Mayra Calvani

Do you love reading? Do you enjoy talking about books with friends? 
Why not start a book club -- YOUR own book club, and turn it into a 
spectacular event?

ISBN: 978-1-60619-229-0. Non-Fiction YA
50 pages. 5x8 trade paperback.$8.95
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MAGIC FOR YOUR WRITING: Help for the Aspiring Writer by Gerald W. Mills  

A reference manual with a fresh look at the ingredients that make 
fiction writing a craft and not just a classroom exercise in grammar. 
Topics embrace many problem areas where even seasoned writers 
have trouble, and solutions are presented. Numerous examples 
throughout the text and in appendices.

ISBN: 1-60619-147-0. Non-fiction
150 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $15.95
LCCN: 2011000058

Non-Fiction

LIFE ON SANTA CLAUS LANE by Darrell Bain

“If you can get through this book without laughing until your ribs are 
sore, you are a rare exception and haven’t got a funny bone in your 
body.” 

ISBN: 1-931201-19-6. Mainstream humor.
186 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback $15.50
LCCN: 2004015056

LEARNING TO WRITE THE EASY WAY by Dorothy Ann Skarles

Your fond memories and personal experiences can be a book that 
capture both the past and the present--even if you’ve never written 
before. Dorothy Ann shows you how with easy writing steps. 

ISBN: 1-931201-98-6. Non-Fiction 
180 pages. 5x8 trade paperback.$16.95
LCCN: 2007046300
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THE SLIPPERY ART OF BOOK REVIEWING by Mayra Calvani and Anne K. Edwards

This book was written not only with the aspiring reviewer in mind, 
but also for anybody--be they author, publisher, reader, bookseller, 
librarian or publicist--who wants to become more informed about the 
value, purpose and effectiveness of reviews.

Winner ForeWord Magazine 2008 Book of the Year Award in the 
category of Writing.

ISBN: 1-933353-22-8. Non-fiction/Reference
184 pages. 5.25x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95 
LCCN: 2008010149

OUT OF THE PSYCHIC CLOSET by Toby Fesler

This book shows you how to step out of the psychic closet. You 
will rise above anxiety and distrust and incorporate your psychic 
abilities into a more honest model of personal reality. You can turn 
your consternation into awe and your fears into gratitude.

ISBN: 1-60619-139-X. Non-Fiction
210 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2009035236

Non-Fiction



YOUNG ADULT
and

NEW ADULT
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CAVES, CANNONS AND CRINOLINES by Beverly Stowe McClure

Vicksburg, Mississippi is under seige in the Spring of 1863. Lizzie 
Stamford’s family struggles to survive birth, death, and a changing 
way of life during the War Between the States.

ISBN: 1-60619-112-8 . YA Historical
176 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $14.95
LCCN: 2010013805

DRAGON’S MOON by Bent Lorentzen

A young dragon beset by childhood trauma and a disability, goes in 
quest of his identity and happiness. Enduring severe hardships in 
the search to find his roots, he ultimately discovers his disability may 
be a key weapon against a terrifying antagonist. 

ISBN: 1-933353-53-8. YA Fantasy 
140 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $14.95
LCCN: 2005018366

Young Adult and New Adult

DRAGON FIRE by Dina von Lowenkraft 

A young shapeshifting dragon must choose between his forbidden 
love for a human and face death, or fulfill his duty in an ancient blood 
feud and kill her best friend – forever ending any possibility of finding 
true love.

ISBN: 1-60619-291-4. NA Fantasy
6x9 trade paperback. 342 pages. $21.95
LCCN: 2013920303
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LISTEN TO THE GHOST by Beverly Stowe McClure 

“...Forceful motivations, precarious twists of story line, first class 
conversation fill the pages in this exciting read. Sure to please 
the target audience “Listen to the Ghost” has a place in the home 
pleasure reading library.” ~ Reviewed by Molly Martin.

ISBN: 1-933353-51-1. YA paranormal 
164 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2005028014

LUCID by Natalie Roers

Disfigured at birth and ostracized at school, Travis Hunter dreams 
of acceptance and secretly yearns for the affection of a beautiful 
young woman named Corrine. When a mysterious doctor promises 
to help Travis through something called lucid dreaming, Travis gets 
more than he ever bargained for and soon finds himself learning the 
secrets of love and life in a fantastic unconscious world.

ISBN: 1-60619-027-X. YA Fantasy
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. 168 pages. $15.95
LCCN: 2013911631

Young Adult and New Adult

KRONA by Bent Lorentzen

A cataclysmic event leading to an inter-species war reshapes our 
planet, and the evolutionary path towards humanity begins.

Sequel to Dragon’s Moon.

ISBN: 1-60619-091-1. YA Fantasy
264 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $18.95
LCCN: 2009046054
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Young Adult and New Adult

REBEL IN BLUE JEANS by Beverly Stowe McClure

When her mother runs away with the drummer in a rock band, 
sixteen-year-old Rebel Ferguson decides to do whatever it takes to 
bring her home.

ISBN: 1-933353-49-X. YA contemporary
146 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $14.95
LCCN: 2008042082

NINE LIVES AND THREE WISHES by Jennifer St. Clair

“...This story is fun. It’s easy to follow, just suspenseful enough, and 
has a satisfying ending. It’s written for young adults, but I’m going 
to harp on my usual string and say, “Who’s a young adult?” ~ Gray 
Walker, The Green Man Review, Copyright © 2004 The Green Man 
Review.

ISBN: 1-933353-55-4. YA Fantasy 
122 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $13.50
LCCN: 2005018367

SAGA OF RIM by Cecilia Wennerström

“...If you are a fan of quests and fantastic worlds, no matter your 
age, you will be charmed by this book. It has a sweetness and grit 
that all classic fairy tales share.”
~ Reviewed by Amanda Faye for The Eternal Night.

ISBN: 1-933353-50-3. YA fantasy 
180 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.50
LCCN: 2008042083
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Young Adult and New Adult

THE COAL ELF by Maria DeVivo

Ember Skye is not another spell casting wizard or vampire groupie. 
She is a fed up teenage Coal Elf with a big ashy chip on her shoulder. 
After six years of obedient service in the coal mines, her possession 
of the fabled “Naughty List” sets into motion a chain of events that 
will see her take on her demonic boss, a mysterious Council and the 
head of the North Pole himself: Santa Claus!

ISBN: 1-60619-216-7. YA fantasy 
208 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2012918694

THE NAMELESS PRINCE by Dominick Domingo

Ten year-old Seth Bauman uses fantasy to escape a harsh 
upbringing in L.A.’s gang-ravaged Silver Lake neighborhood.

ISBN: 1-60619-243-4. YA fantasy 
236 pages. 5x8 Trade Paperback. $16.95
LCCN: 2012941874

THE WOLFMAN, THE SHRINK and the Eighth-Grade Election by D.M. Nigro

For Lori Stanton, managing rich, popular David Cruise’s campaign 
for class president is a fantasy-come-true. Until the hot political 
race turns negative. David’s opponent is Lori’s unconventional new 
friend, Cap Cameron, a California transfer student with a secret.

ISBN: 1-931201-66-8. YA contemporary
116 pages. 5x7 Paperback. $13.50
LCCN: 2006025433
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Young Adult and New Adult

VALLEY OF THE RAVEN by Ken Ramirez

Ty Dettin, his brother Seth and his best friend Tanner are not 
especially looking for an adventure when they head out on their 
dirt bikes, but they soon tumble into trouble when they discover a 
forgotten valley, an old map of a huge gold vein and a mysterious 
Lakota woman in the Sierra foothills of California.

ISBN: 1-933353-75-9. YA Suspense 
288 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback. $18.95
LCCN: 2007014112

YOU, ME, NAIDEEN AND A BEE by Ken Ramirez

Jamie and Julia, the Task Bearers, and Allie, the Guardian, embark 
on a journey into the world of elves, trolls, dwarves, magical dragons, 
wizards, and the evil sorceress, Lady Celina.

ISBN 1-60619-208-6   YA fantasy.
288 pages. 6x9 Trade Paperback. $19.95
LCCN: 2009043171

Critically acclaimed titles available in print
Abithica
“While it was the premise that caught my eye, Abithica held my attention with its contradictions. Despite 
having a light, playful tone, the concepts and situations driving this book are both complex and dark.”  ~ All 
Things Urban Fantasy

Caves, Cannons and Crinolines by Beverly Stowe McClure is a Finalist in the 2012 Eric Hoffer 
Book Award in the category Young Adult and a Finalist in the Novella category of the 2011 Next 
Generation Indie Book Awards.

Saga of Rim by Cecilia Wennerström is a Dream Realm award winner in the Young Adult category. 
Both Dragon’s Moon and Listen to the Ghost were finalists.
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Dragon’s Moon by Bent Lorentzen

Finalist in the Dream Realm Award for the Young Adult category.
A young dragon is beset by childhood trauma and a disability goes in quest of his identity and happiness.  
Enduring severe hardships in his search for his roots, he ultimately discovers his disability may be a key 
weapon against a terrifying antagonist. 

“...Magic, quests, the fight between good and evil, they are all here, with dragons as the protagonists, 
but with all too human emotions. The young dragon’s treatment is heartbreaking, but his quest is also a 
quest for his identity, who he really is and what he is. A great read for any age.” ~ Reviewed by Annette 
Gisby, author of “Writing the Dream.”

“...As our little dragon is constantly being led by his conscience, this is a wonderful tool for children as they 
learn to recognize wrong from right. The characters are all fully developed and the land of Nistala will definitely 
engage a child’s imagination. This is a story that I recommend to all children that love tales of fantasy.”  
 ~ Reviewed by Chere Gruver for Timeless Tales Reviews.w

Listen to the Ghost by Beverly Stowe McClure

Finalist in the Dream Realm Award for the Young Adult category.
A girl’s quest to discover the truth not only about her ghost, but about herself, as well. The story is set 
in Charleston, South Carolina where, according to legend, many old houses have a resident ghost. 

“...I am always looking for a book which will ignite and delight the imaginations of my 
adolescent nieces and nephews. Listen to the Ghost fits the bill. McClure does a fine job of 
sparking the reader’s imagination and creating suspense. ...Listen to the Ghost should delight 
the younger adolescent readers.” ~ Reviewed by Deb Watson for Blue Iris Journal. 

“Writer McClure creates a nicely honed work filled with spine tingling action, clever 
scenarios, and well fleshed characters in this deftly written narrative. Forceful motivations, 
precarious twists of story line, first class conversation fill the pages in this exciting read. 
“Sure to please the target audience Listen to the Ghost has a place in the home pleasure reading 
library.” ~ Reviewed by Molly Martin.
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Nine Lives and Three Wishes by Jennifer St. Clair

“...This story is fun. It’s easy to follow, just suspenseful enough, and has a satisfying ending. 
It’s written for young adults, but I’m going to harp on my usual string and say, “Who’s a 
young adult?” I can see people as young as nine and as old as ... well, however old ... liking 
it--so long as they’re ready for a good time and a lively adventure.”
 ~ Reviewed by Gray Walker, The Green Man Review, Copyright © 2004 The Green Man 
Review.

“Nine Lives and Three Wishes is an entrancing, well written fantasy tale completed with a 
plot presenting a perfect blend of realism and fiction sure to enchant the target audience 
of strong middle grades readers to young adults. Writer St Clair adroitly paints a sharply 
focused unclouded illustration of each milieu and the character’s populating it. Nine Lives 
and Three Wishes will keep the reader guessing from beginning to end. 

“This is an easily read tale certain to be reached for often for pleasure reading among the 
11-15 year old set. Nine Lives and Three Wishes is an excellent choice for the home and 
school library. The tale will intrigue the ‘read to set’ as an older student mentor reads aloud 
to them. Nine Lives and Three Wishes will nicely do for the ‘teacher’ reading time in middle 
to upper grades during the ‘quiet time’ following the lunch recess and will be often read by 
youngsters.” 
 ~ Reviewed by Molly Martin for Midwest Book Review. 

Valley of the Raven by Ken Ramirez

“…As the completely satisfying adventure escalates toward a pulse-pounding finish, Mr. 
Ramirez incorporates surprising, yet believable twists in his characters, all the while subtly 
sharing life lessons about responsibility, stewardship of the land, respect for people of all 
nationalities, and following one’s destiny....

“I highly recommend Valley of the Raven to readers of all ages. It will quench a deep universal 
thirst for adventure and heroism. My only question is this: will Mr. Ramirez grace us with 
a sequel?”
~ Reviewed by Aaron Paul Lazar, author of Tremolo: cry of the loon for Midwest Book Review.
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Spanish Language

El jesuita y La Caridad de F. B. Weinberg
Monasterio de Nuestra Señora de La Caridad, en Ciudad Rodrigo, 
España, entre los años 1775 y 1776. El padre Ygnacio Pfefferkorn, 
misionero de Sonora, en el noreste de Nueva España, queda 
atrapado en las redes de la expulsión de los jesuitas, en 1767. 
Tras haber sobrevivido ocho años en prisión, es confinado en 
el monasterio de La Caridad, donde el abad le pide esclarecer 
dos asesinatos. Arriesgando su propia vida, como prisionero 
sin protección alguna, lucha para que, finalmente, los homicidas 
paguen por su delito.

ISBN: 1-60619-124-1
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95

El jesuita y la tormenta de F. B. Weinberg

Sonora, 1766-67. El padre Ygnacio Pfefferkorn es llamado para 
investigar, en la misión de Ures, el asesinato de un capitán del 
ejército, cuya muerte se le atribuye al misionero del lugar. En la 
investigación intervienen una hermosa viuda, el descubrimiento de 
un comercio ilícito por parte de un alto funcionario jesuita, la captura 
de Ygnacio y su inminente muerte por tortura a mano de los apache. 
El crimen queda esclarecido durante la expulsión de los jesuitas de 
Nueva España, en 1767.

ISBN: 1-60619-122-5 
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95

El jesuita y el brujo de F. B. Weinberg
Corre el año 1761. En la misión de Guevavi, Sonora, el padre 
Ygnacio Pfefferkorn S. J., se enferma de paludismo y es sanado por 
Yevjo, un poderoso curandero indígena pima, asistido por Patricia 
O’Meara, una atractiva joven, mitad pima y mitad irlandesa. Se culpa 
a los indígenas de un espeluznante asesinato. El padre Ygnacio, 
queriendo proteger a sus conversos y poniendo su vida en peligro, 
persigue al verdadero asesino, mientras Yevjo permanece envuelto 
en el misterio. Patricia, enamorada tanto del sacerdote como de 
Yevjo, tiene que  decidir a cuál de los dos seguir. 

ISBN: 1-60619-120-9 
5.5x8.5 trade paperback. pages. $16.95
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Twilight Times Books, P.O. Box 3340, Kingsport TN 37664-3340 
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I would like ________ copies of ______________________________________________________________________________ 
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...FICTION...
$16.95 for ABITHICA by Susan Goldsmith
$16.95 for A DREAMER’S ESCAPE by Jamie Richards
$16.95 for ALIEN INFECTION by Darrell Bain
$16.95 for ANGELOS by Robina Williams
$18.95 for ANTONIA’S DARING DECEPTION by Jamie Richards
$18.50 for APACHE LANCE, FRANCISCAN CROSS by Florence B. Weinberg
$16.95 for AWKWARD GRACE by Jeff McCord
$16.95 for BEHOLD THE EYES OF LIGHT by Geoff Geauterre
$16.95 for BIGFOOT CRAZY by Darrell Bain
$18.95 for BOBBY BECOMES BOB by Bob Boan
$19.95 for BURNOUT: the mystery of Space Shuttle STS-281 by Stephanie Osborn
$19.95 for BY WAY OF THE ROSE by Cynthia Ward
$19.95 for CORRUPTOR by Jason Cordova
$19.95 for CRYPTO by James Stone
$16.95 for CYNNADOR by Patrick Welch
$14.95 for DARKLY, DARKLY by Robert Marcom
$16.50 for DEATH ON DELIVERY by Anne K. Edwards
$16.95 for DEATH TO THE CENTURION by Mark Misercola
$19.95 for DIVIDED by Ralph Freedman
$16.95 for EMBRACED BY THE SHADOWS by Mayra Calvani
$16.95 for ENCHANTED HUNT by Dorothy Ann Skarles)
$16.95 for FIRE OWL by Gerald Mills



$16.95 for FIRESONG by Aaron Paul Lazar
$16.95 for FOR KEEPS by Aaron Paul Lazar
$18.95 for GAEA by Robina Williams
$16.95 for GATE TO NOWHERE by Leanna Sain
$16.95 for HARRY’S AGATHA by Jamie Richards
$19.95 for HIDING HAND by Lee Denning
$16.50 for HOTLINE TO HEAVEN by Darrell Bain
$16.95 for HUDSON LAKE by Laura Mazzuca Toops
$16.95 for HUMAN BY CHOICE by Travis S. Taylor and Darrell Bain
$18.95 for INFINITE SPACE, INFINITE GOD by Karina L. & Robert A. Fabian
$18.95 for INFINITE SPACE, INFINITE GOD II by Karina & Robert Fabian, Editors
$15.50 for JEROME AND THE SERAPH by Robina Williams
$16.95 for LAUGHING ALL THE WAY by Darrell Bain
$16.95 for MAGNOLIA BLOSSOMS by Leanna Sain
$16.95 for MAZURKA by Aaron Paul Lazar
$15.50 for MEDICS WILD! by Darrell Bain
$19.50 for MONKEY TRAP  by Lee Denning
$15.95 for MONSTROPOCALYPSE, OPUS IV by Mark Spitzer
$16.95 for MURDER HERE, MURDER THERE - R. Barri Flowers and Jan Grape, Editors
$16.95 for MURDER IN THE PIT by Erica Miner
$19.95 for MURDER PAST, MURDER PRESENT by R. Barri Flowers and Jan Grape, Editors
$19.50 for NO PLACE FOR THE GODS  by Gerald Mills
$16.95 for POSTWAR DINOSAUR BLUES by Darrell Bain
$18.50 for PROPHECY: THE AWAKENING  by A.M. Scott
$16.95 for RETURN TO NOWHERE by Leanna Sain
$16.95 for RUE THE DAY by Ralph Freedman
$16.95 for SEVEN CITIES OF MUD by Florence Byham Weinberg
$16.95 for SHADOW WORLDS by Darrell Bain and Barbara M. Hodges
$19.95 for SHADOWS OVER PARADISE by Anne K. Edwards
$14.95 for SOMETIMES THERE’S A DOVE by Cynthia Ward
$16.95 for SONORA MOONLIGHT by Florence B. Weinberg
$16.95 for SONORA WIND by Florence B. Weinberg
$15.50 for STRANGE VALLEY by Darrell Bain
$17.95 for TERROR COMES KNOCKING by Aaron Paul Lazar
$15.50 for THE CASEBOOK OF DOAKES AND HAIG by Patrick Welch
$16.95 for THE CRESPERIAN ALLIANCE by Stephanie Osborn and Darrell Bain
$19.95 for THE EDEN PROPHECY by Gerald Mills
$16.95 for THE ELIXIR by Thomas Root III
$18.95 for THE FOCUS FACTOR by Darrell Bain and Gerald Mills
$16.95 for THE GOLDEN CRUSADER by Linda Langwith



$19.95 for THE LAST PROTECTOR by Daniel Starr
$16.95 for THE MELANIN APOCALYPSE by Darrell Bain
$19.95 for THE MUDSLINGER SANCTION by Gerald Mills
$35.00 for THE NEW BEDFORD SAMURAI by Anca Vlasopolos - LIMITED EDITION HARDCOVER
$19.95 for THE SOAPMASTER’S APPRENTICE by Geoff Geauterre
$16.95 for THE SOLOMON SCANDALS by David Rothman
$18.50 for THE STORKS OF LA CARIDAD by Florence Byham Weinberg
$18.95 for THE THIRTEENTH MAGICIAN by Patrick Welch
$16.95 for THE Y FACTOR by Darrell Bain and Stephanie Osborn
$18.95 for TOUCH OF FATE by Christince Amsden
$16.95 for TREMOLO: CRY OF THE LOON by Aaron Paul Lazar
$16.95 for WARP POINT by Darrell Bain

NON-FICTION
$16.95 for DOG PURE AWARENESS by Dr. Margot Lasher
$14.95 for DOGGIE BISCUIT  by Darrell Bain
$16.95 for (for goodness’ sake) by Sadi Ranson-Polizzotti
$16.95 for HOW I WROTE MY FIRST BOOK: THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY by Anne K. Edwards and Lida E. Quillen, Editors
$15.95 for HOW TO TURN YOUR BOOK CLUB INTO A SPECTACULAR EVENT by Mayra Calvani
$8.95 for LEARNING TO WRITE THE EASY WAY by Dorothy Ann Skarles
$15.50 for LIFE ON SANTA CLAUS LANE by Darrell Bain
$15.95 for MAGIC FOR YOUR WRITING: Help for the Aspiring Writer by Gerald W. Mills
$16.95 for OUT OF THE PSYCHIC CLOSET by Toby Fesler
$16.95 for THE SLIPPERY ART OF BOOK REVIEWING by Mayra Calvani and Anne K. Edwards

YOUNG ADULT
$14.95 for CAVES, CANNONS AND CRINOLINES by Beverly Stowe McClure
$14.95 for DRAGON’S MOON by Bent Lorentzen
$21.95 for DRAGON FIRE by Dina von Lowenkraft 
$18.95 for KRONA by Bent Lorentzen
$16.95 for LISTEN TO THE GHOST by Beverly Stowe McClure
$15.95 for LUCID by Natalie Roers
$13.50 for NINE LIVES AND THREE WISHES by Jennifer St. Clair
$14.95 for REBEL IN BLUE JEANS by Beverly Stowe McClure
$16.50 for SAGA OF RIM by Cecilia Wennerström
$16.95 for THE COAL ELF by Maria DeVivo
$16.95 for THE NAMELESS PRINCE by Dominick Domingo
$13.50 for THE WOLFMAN, THE SHRINK and the Eighth-Grade Election by D.M. Nigro
$18.95 for VALLEY OF THE RAVEN by Ken Ramirez
$19.95 for YOU, ME, NAIDEEN AND A BEE by Ken Ramirez



SPANISH LANGUAGE
$16.95 for El jesuita y La Caridad de F. B. Weinberg
$16.95 for El jesuita y la tormenta de F. B. Weinberg
$16.95 for El jesuita y el brujo de F. B. Weinberg

EBOOK - ebook in ePub, Kindle, Mobi & PDF...
$5.50 for ANGER AND ANXIETY: Be in charge of your emotions by Dr. Bob Rich, Ph.D 
$5.50 for A PLAY OF SHADOWS by Geoff Geauterre
$4.95 for A SCENT OF DIAMONDS by Dorothy Ann Skarles
$4.95 for FAR COME THE EYES OF LIGHT by Geoff Geauterre
$4.50 for RETURN OF THE LANTERN BEARERS by Cecilia Wennerström 
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